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Publishing at Lincoln as an emerging researcher
Topics

Research Archive
Research outputs and your profile
Publishing and Open Access
Copyright and licenses
Data management
we want your research outputs in the Lincoln University Research Archive
Powerpoints
Journal Articles
Research Papers
Research Reports
and of course your thesis!!!
Researcher profile
Publishing your research outside Lincoln University
traditional publishing
submit your article
signover copyright to publishers
Alternatives?
open access publishing
What are the advantages?
A license that allows you to retain your copyright while allowing others to copy, distribute, and make some uses of your work.
6 types of licenses to choose from
where to from here?
"Landscape Review" a Lincoln university Open Access double blind peer-reviewed journal
Data management
http://www.data.govt.nz/
see Library Teaching & Learning website for more information
http://library.lincoln.ac.nz/
Not everything works